Editing the truth
Measuring government bureaucratic quality using anonymous Wikipedia edits.
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1 EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Information plays a crucial role in how states govern society, and the adoption of digital technology has dramatically
altered what governments can learn and how they can use knowledge for political intervention. Taylor Owen
discusses how there is an “arms race, between people who are empowered through free, secure communication and
governments that want to monitor and limit this communication” [Owen 2015)]. Wikipedia is the largest and most
heavily used reference work in history [The Economist 2021]. It plays a critical role in the struggle for free knowledge
as it is decentralised and can be freely accessed and edited by any person. Research has shown that Wikipedia guides
academic research [Black 2008, Thompson 2018]; informs economic decision making [Hoopes 2015]; influences
political views and voting behaviour [Agarwal 2020, Yasseri 2016]; and is widely used for work and education [Singer,
2017, Lemmerich 2019].
Wikipedia is a critical piece of knowledge infrastructure in society made up of the public good creation of volunteers.
It plays a crucial role in the ability of citizens to separate truth from fiction [Benkler 2002, Benkler 2020]. [Guriev
2019] write that states can utilise these new technologies to develop more sophisticated methods of controlling
information and media. While [Zuboff 2019] argues that we are facing epistemic inequality in the digital world, as the
internet gives governments and corporations the increased potential to control the flow of information and learning as
well as the power to influence societies decision making. This raises the question of whether states are editing
wikipedia, what role they take in knowledge production and whether they are editing the truth.
The emergence of the state as an actor in the digital realm through the adoption of new digital technologies can be
termed the rise of the digital state’. This new dynamic raises serious questions about an enlarged state capacity to
influence Wikipedia as a public good, and indeed whether increases in technological efficiency are allowing states to
actively manipulate information and edit the truth with far greater reach and immediacy. Empirical literature
examining state capacity has predominantly looked at traditional non-digital measures of capacity including military,
tax collection, legal enforcement, regulation of markets and the collection & dissemination of information [e.g., Bäck
2008, Besley 2011, Bardhan 2016, Muralidharan 2016, Lee 2017] There is a rich empirical literature which has sought to
assess at government institutional quality [La Porta 1999, Kaufmann 2008]. However there are limited multi-country
empirical studies, partly due to the limited amount of relevant data available [Olsen 2006, Egeberg 2012] and many
recent empirical studies have either been time consuming, [ Chong 2014] or relied on data from costly surveys [Suzuki
2019]. In this paper we show the capacity of states to either positively or negatively intervene in Wikipedia as a public
good and provide initial evidence that the quality of government edits serves as an effective proxy for state
bureaucratic professionalism. We achieve this through: 1) creating a novel dataset of government owned IP addresses
which we use to create our measure of digital state capacity to manipulate and disseminate information; and 2) Testing
the correlation of our measure of digital state capacity with other determinants of state capacity.
To create our dataset of government owned IP addresses [DB-IP 2019]. Large companies and government entities are
listed as owners of their own IP blocks in the db-ip IP address location database. We have utilised this ownership
information to classify government vs non-government IP addresses at the sub-national level. We then utilise Amazon
Web Services Lambda tool to successfully extract entity types and entity descriptions from google knowledge panels
for 25 percent of approximately 4 million unique owners per month the IP location database for 30 months from
January 2019 to July 2021. After that we query Wikidata to build a fine-grained dataset of entity types and entity
descriptions for government and other non-government classes which we use as training data for a support vector
machine which achieves 89% accuracy when classifying government vs non-government entities in DB-IP ownership
information matched to google knowledge panels. Next we download and parse anonymous Wikipedia edits from
publicly available dumps [Wikimedia 2021]. We match our classified dataset of government IP addresses to the IP
addresses of anonymous editors. Finally, we utilise the ORES API developed by [Halfaker 2020] to predict the
likelihood of each government edit (1) being made in good faith with the intention of improving the quality of the
article and (2) improving or damaging the quality of the article being edited. We use these prediction scores to create
our measure of bureaucratic quality. We identify 46,971 Edits from 702 Government Entities in 83 Countries to 30
language versions of Wikipedia. Using a threshold of 90% in the ORES vandalism detection tool, we find the rate of
vandalism detected in our government edits dataset is 9.6 percent.
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Using our novel datasets of the quality of government edits to Wikipedia as a proxy for state digital capacity and
bureaucratic professionalism. We follow [Chong 2014] testing for the correlation between our proxy for digital state
capacity and existing determinants of state capacity. Our initial findings show that high quality government edits are
positively related to indicators such as the education & cyber security skill level of public servants and the proportion
of female public servants while low edits are negatively related with measures such as the proportion of female public
servants and government transparency. To the best of our knowledge our study provides the most complete set of
government edits to Wikipedia. The empirical analysis provides an important first step towards measuring state
capacity in the digital space.
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